GIA NATURAL COLORED DIAMOND REPORT

May 30, 2023
Report Type .................. Identification and Origin Report
GIA Report Number .................. 2225948167
Shape and Cutting Style .................. Round Brilliant
Measurements .................. 2.67 - 2.75 x 1.73 mm
Carat Weight .................. 0.08 carat
Color Grade .................. Fancy Gray-Violet
Color Origin .................. Natural
Color Distribution .................. Even
Inscription(s): GIA 2225948167

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

The results documented in this report refer only to the diamond described, and were obtained using the techniques and equipment available to GIA at the time of examination. This report is not a guarantee or valuation. For additional information and important limitations and disclaimers, please see GIA.edu/terms or call +1 800 471 7350 or +1 760 603 4500.
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